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Abstract 
The developmental process for an airfoil designed to be used on long-range transonic transport aircraft with 
large regions of natural laminar flow is described. Components of the development process that are discussed 
include mission-driven needs criteria, airfoil design method, experimental airfoil validation, and a variety of 
numerical validation procedures. Numerical analyses include flovfield prediction, boundary layer stability 
analysis and transition prediction, ai^ force and moment assessment. Assessments are made at several off- 
design conditions. The overall goal is to develop and demonstrate the computational tools and analytical 
methods required for the optimal design cf unconventional airfoils and wings for global range cruise flight. 

Nomenclature 
AR = wing asp^rt ratio, =b^lS 
b = wing span 
c = airfoil chord length 
CL = airfoil s^rtion lift coefficient 
Co = airfoil sscAoa drag coefficient 
CM = airfoil s^tion moment coefficient 
CMO = stability margin (per degree), dC^da 
Cp = pr^sure coefficient 
UD = lift-to-drag ratio 
M = Mach number 
iVcri, = critical amplification factor for e* method 
P = static pressure 
Pa = pitot pressme 
P, = total plenum pressure 
Re = Reynolds numter, p„u„ i/pu 
Ree = chord Reynolds number, p„u„ c / ft. 
S = wing planform area 
TOGW = takK)ff gross weight 
«,v,w = mean Cartesian velocity componente 
a = airfoil incidence angle (degree) 
¥> = viscosity 
P = density 
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1    Introduction 
1.1   Background 

This manuscript describes efforts conducted under an Air 
Force Research Laboratory program aimed at improving 
the aerodynamic performance of military transfwrt 
aircraft. This program has support^ the Air Force's New 
World Vistas (NWV) vision of Global Mobility by 
developing technology r^uired to design winp for fiiture 
'global range' transporte. Worldwide coverage could 
require aircraft that can fly up to 12,0(X) mil^, deliver 
cargo, and return without reftieling at the terminal point' 
The New World Vistas report also states that "In general, 
it appears that wing research could pay off in 
significantly higher aircraft efficiencies." It is our belief 
that emerging technologies in active flow control, coupled 
with existing design methods may provide significant 
improvements in wing performance through drag 
reduction and lift enhancement. One of the primary 
objectives of AFRL's NWV program has been to develop 
and demonstrate the computational tools and analytical 
methods required to design active global range transport 
aircraft wings. This study has also been integrated into 
the Aerodynamic Configuration Branch's technical 
activities in flow control for drag inaction and separation 
management^. The undertaking discussed in this paper 
comprises the firet steps toward the ultimate goal of 
deigning very high-performance powered airfoils. 

1 
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1.2  Natural Laminar Flow Atrtoils 
Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) airfoils have been in use on 
high-performance sailplanes for decades, and have gained 
popularity in the general aviation and kit-plane markets 
more recently. This has involved been marked a steady 
progression in NLF airfoil development from low to 
moderate speed and Reynolds number operating 
environments. Furthermore, many tools are now 
available that allow the designer to custom-design 
airfoils*'' and wings* for specific applications. Due to 
these advances, many airfoils are now designed for the 
specific application for which they me intended, as 
opposed to choosing the most suitable aufoil available 
from a handbook or a catalog, 

13  Summary of Present Work 
Despite the advances in airfoil design methods, very few 
airfoils have been designed for NLF at transonic flight 
conditions. In addition, at high speed the design can 
Income very sensitive to small changes in Mach number. 
In the pi^ent work, an airfoil family has been developed 
and tested for the specific application of a high-transonic 
speed long-range transport. 
In this paper, we describe a process for developing an 
airfoil for long-range transonic transfwrt aircraft having 
large regions of laminar flow. The overall goal is to 
develop and demonstrate the computational tools and 
analytical methods required to optimize transport aircraft 
airfoils and winp for global range cruise flight. The 
primary objectives of the study described in tfiis paper 
were to: 

• Establish mission requirements & aufoil design criteria. 
• Design an airfoil sjwcifically for an aircraft intended to 

meet the global range transport mission. 
• Compare the performance of this family of airfoils to 

those existing in today's operational fleet at several 
oi^rating conditions using common analysis methods. 

• Assess current boundary layer stability methods for 
predicting transition on high-speed NLF airfoil deigns, 

• Perform highly instrumented high Reynolds number 
airfoil wind tunnel tests to validate design and analysis 
methods/models for NLF airfoil/wing development 

2    Aircraft Mission Requiremente 
To define the airfoil design conditions and constraints, it 
was first necessary to identify the various operating 
conditions of the aircraft on which the airfoil would be 
used. To accomplish this, it was first necessary to 
identify mission requirements based on educated forecasts 
about future operational requirements. Independent R&D 
studies by Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company were 
used to establish mission requirements, wing design 
criteria. LMASC was also responsible for producing the 
airfoil design discussed in this paper. Previous Lockheed, 
NASA', and Air Force mission studies were considered to 

Current Technology Engine 
|BPR = 5) 

B-S2 Level Sbructural Fraction 

Neariy Turbulent 

to 1.4 Million to TOGW 

• Advanced Technology Engine 
ATSFC(1990) = -13% 
BPR = 15 

• 20% Decrease in Structural 
FractiM) 

• 30% Improvemajt in Lfl3 

»69S.0«)B>TOGW 

Figure 1: Global range transport propulsion, structures, and 
aerodynamic technology payoffs. 

define the mission requirements. There have been several 
other system level studies that propose comparable 
requirements to meet the "global range" mission. These 
suggest similar aircraft characteristics when a 
conventional transonic monoplane configuration is the 
assumed. A distinction may be that we are requiring the 
aircraft to cruise at Mach numbers more typical of civil 
transports the slower flying military transports. 
When assum^ engine technology advances are 
established (r^ucing TSPC and increasing bypass ratio), 
the effects of structural and aerodynamic advances can be 
isolated. Figure 1 illustrates how structures technology 
(reducing structural weight fraction) and aerodynamic 
technology (in the form of laminar flow) both play a 
significant role in realizing potential takeoff" gross weight 
(and cost) reductions. The mission requirements assumed 
for the present study are summarized in Table 1. The 
notional transport characteristics resulting from the 
assumed level technology infusion, including NLF, is 
described in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 2. 

3    Airfoil Design 
A low-cost approach to airfoil design using the MSES*'^' 
computational airfoil development code is described here. 
The NLF airfoil development activity was worked in 
cooperation with the Lockhe^ Martin Aeronautics 
Company to insure that the airfoil geometry developed 
was compatible with military fransport wing fabrication 
and control surface integration requiremente. 

3.1   Design Tool 
MSES is a numerical airfoil design and analysis tcxA 
(developed at MIT) that includes capabilities to analyze, 
modify, and optimize 2-D single- and multi-element 
airfoils. For the pi^ent study, MSES vereion 2.8 was 
used. The method is valid for a wide range of Reynolds 
numbers and through transonic Mach numbers. Flows 
with transitional separation bubbles, shock waves, tailing 
edge and shock-induced separation can be simulated. 

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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Table 1: Envisioned mission requirements & cruise flight 
conditions for a global range transix>rt. 

Parameter Value 
Range 12,{X)0NM 

Cruise Mach Number 0.8 
Cruise Altitude 34^00 ft 

Rdi 1.95x10* ft"' 
Payload 150,0001b 

Table 2: Notional global range transport characteristics. 

Parameter Value 
Takeoff Gross Weight 695,0001b 
leading Edge Sw^p 20= 

Wing Area (S) 5560 ft^ 
Span (b) 279 ft 

Asp«;t Ratio 14.0 
Chord length 19.9 ft 
Taper Ratio 0.2 

Figure 2: Conceptual long-range configuration. 

Surfece pressure and aerodynamic force predictions are 
accurate to just past stall. The laminar to turbulent 
location can be si^cified, or it can be predicted as part of 
the flow calculation. 
MSES couples a streamline based Euler solver with a 
two-equation integral boundary layer methai through the 
displacement thickness. The boundary layers and trailing 
wak^ are simulated using a two-equation integral 
formulation with lagged-dissipation closure. The airfoil 
sifffaces admit a solid-lxrfy boimdary condition in the 
direct analysis mode, and a prracribed-pressure boundary 
condition in the inveree "design" mode. The overall 
system is solved using a full Newton method. 
MSES uses a simplified version of the ^ method for 
tramition prediction called the "envelope method". 
Instead of tracking the Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S) wave 
amplitudes for many individual frequencies (as in the e" 
method),  the envelope  method  determines  for each 

surface point the amplitude of whatever frequency 
happens to be most amplified at that jwint This is a great 
simplification, but involves some approximations that 
have the p-eatest impact in flows where the shape 
parameter varies rapidly. The validity of the results of the 
envelope method can be easily chKikrf in MSES by 
plotting amplitude of both the envelope as well m the 
amplifications for individual frequencies that would have 
been pralicted by the e" method . Ideally, the envelope 
curve jiKt touches the largest of all the individual 
frequency curves at each location. Any deviation from 
this ideal usually li^ within the uncertainty in the 
specified critical amplification factor "iVoi,". 
This tool was used here to design a natural laminar flow 
(NLF) tonsport aircraft airfoil that has a proj^toi cruise 
L/D significantly higher than the turbulent airfoil designs 
currently used on long range military transport aircraft. 
The resulting family of airfoils has been nicknam^ 
GRALF (Global Range Aufoil for Laminar How). 

3 Jt  Airfoil Design Criteria & Constraints 
Based on the ^sumed mission spmfications for a global- 
range transport, the wing airfoil ^tion needed to pnxiuce 
an on-design lift coefficient of 0.62 at a crui^ Mach 
number of 0.75 and a unit Reynolds number of 1.83x10* 
per foot (Table 3). The objective in designing this airfoil 
is to generate a section that yields a long extent of natural 
laminar flow over both the upper and lower surfaces 
while limiting the shock strengdi (wave drag) on the 
upper surface. This will produce a significantly higher 
lift-to-drag ratio than typically seen on today's transport 
aircraft. The only coiKtraint that was considered in this 
design was to limit the airfoil thickness to a minimum of 
9% chord for structural reasons (though the resulting 
airfoil is actually 10.2% thick). 
The design Reynolds number of the test airfoil (Table 4) 
was chosen to be 4.5x10* to match the typical oj^rating 
range Re/^=9xl0' ft'') of the wind tunnel facility where 
validation testing was planned (Section 5.1.1). This vali» 
is of course an order of magnitude smaller than th^ 
expected in flight, but is w^ necessary to design at the 
testing Reynolds numter to make the experiment 
meaningftil. Designing for the higher Reynolds number 
would result in a very conservative airfoil, with an overly 
stable boundary layer in the tunnel. 
A critical iV-factor (Naid of 4 was assumed during the 
draign process rather than the more typical value of about 
9 that is usually used to predict transition in flight. While 
this is conservative, previous experience with two- 
dimensional testing at OSU has indicated that this value is 
a more characteristic value for the tunnel. 

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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BIRFOIL 98 IIax HBX THICKNESSI 
HflCH » 0.705 
RE • i|.S00.|O« 
flLFB . 2.377 
CL . 0.7000 
CO • 0.00570 
CH • -0.0525 
L/0 . iia.91 
NEBIT vii;ad  

Table 3: Required airfoil section characteristics for 
notional global range transport of Table 2, 

Figure 3: Airfoil 9B surface pressure distribution at its 
design condition. 

BIRFOIL   9B   I12X  HBX   THICKNESS) 
HflCH • 0.7S0 
BE      • il.SOO.IO' 
BLFB .   1.939 
CL       • 0.6300 
CO      • 0.02271 
CH      . -0.0778 
L/0    . 27.30 
NCIIIT • 11.00 

Figure 4: Airfoil 9B surface pressure distribution at GRT 
mission flight condition. 

33  Airfofl Design Procedure 
The starting point for designing this natural laminar flow 
airfoil was a section developed under Ix)ckh^d Martin 
Aeronautics Company IR&D for a different design 
condition (Figure 3). Note that this airfoil was also 
4.5xl(f to match the OSU wind tunnel operating 
condition. The aufoil was chosen because the section 
was already known to produce an appreciable amount of 
laminar flow even at the conditions exf^cted for the 
global-range transport (Figure 4), However, the upper 
surface contour results in a strong shock and hence much 
more wave drag at this higher Mach number. The 
definition of the design problem was thus to improve the 
section's laminar-flow characteristics for the given design 
operating conditions without violating the 9% thickness 
constraint or producing a large amount of wave drag. 
To accomplish tfiis, the inverse design capability of 
MSES w^ employed. This process involves producing 
an initial starting-point Cp distribution (as shown in 
Figure 4) which can be graphically manipulated (using the 
MEDP module) by the designer to produce a 'better' Cp 
distribution. The weakness of this methodology is that it 

Parameter Value 
Mach Number 
Lift Coefficient 

Normal Chord Length 
Re/I 

Reynolds Number, Re, 
Minimum t/c 

0.75 
0.62 

18.7 ft 
L83X10* ft-' 

32.2x10* 
9% 

Table 4: Design conditions for the GRALF test airfoil. 

Parameter Value 

Mach Number 
Lift Coefficient 

Reynolds Number, Re^ 
Minimum t/c 

0.75 
0.62 

4.5x10* 
9% 

requires some a priori knowledge of a "good" pressure 
distribution. However for the case at hand, where a good 
starting-point design is already known, this inveree 
method allows the designer to easily manipulate the 
section to produce the desired results. Based on 
experience, we know that to preserve laminar flow on the 
airfoil we must maintain a favorable pressure g-adient 
along the chord of the airfoil section. The drawback of 
this is that a favorable pressure gradient causes the flow to 
accelerate over a long distance and can produce a strong 
sh<K;k wave on the upper surface of the section. Such a 
strong shock produces wave drag, which if not limited, 
can offset any gains achieved by maintaining laminar 
flow. The design of the Cp distribution is thus a tradeoff 
between maintaining laminar flow and the strength of the 
shock wave on the upper surface of the airfoil. 
The starting-point airfoil design already produces a 
reasonable amount of laminar flow along the lower 
surface. Thus, most of the work involves manipulating 
the pressure distribution on the upper (suction) side of the 
airfoil. After the initial pr^sure distribution is 
manipulated, MSES is re-run in inverse-design mode. 
This produces a geometry that yields a minimum error 
between the actual and specified pressure distributions. 
This new geometry is then checked against the thickness 
constraint. If this constraint is not met, the geometry is 
simply scaled up to meet the minimum thickness 
rajuirement and a new Cp distribution is computed. 
Because this computed pressure distribution is likely to 
result in a different d. than is desired, MSES is ran again 
in standard solution mode to determine the angle-of- 
attack required to produce the design Q, for this new 
geometry. This process is repeated by importing this 
pressure distribution back into MEDP and manipulating it 
until a reasonable (as determined by the designer) 
pressure distribution is achieved. 

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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The resulting 10.2% thick airfoil produces a sh«l-roof 
looking pressure distribution with the favorable pressure 
gr^ient nesied to maintain laminar flow (Figure 5). The 
slope of the favorable pr^sure padient on the forward 
part of the airfoil is limited to keep the shock strength in 
check on the aft sa:tion. The results prolict that this 
yields a very high section UD of 110, resulting from a 
predicted traiuition location of 56% chord on the upper 
surface and 69% chord on the lower surface. The 
locations and relative strengths of the primary shock and a 
secondary sh(K:k on the upper surface are evident the 
pressure field contours shown in Kgure 6. 

4    Analvste & Aerodynamic Pr^Ictlons 
The airfoil has been evaluated analytically using several 
methais varying complexity and sophistication. The 
MSES code, and varying levels of finite difference 
methods were used to evaluate the airfoil performance 
with varying levels of siKcess depending on flow 
conditions and the d^ired information. 

4.1  MSJ^Analvste 
MSES, as describe above, is a 2-D airfoil analysis and 
draign ttx>l that couples a streamline based Euler solver 
with a two-equation integral boundary layer methal 
throu^ the displacement thickness. 
In Figure 7, the airfoil performance predicted by MSES is 
summarized in the form of lift, drag, and moment 
coefficients (Q,, Co, CM) and angle-of-attack (a). The 
influence of the assume critical amplification factor 
(iVcrii) for the c* transition model primarily affK;te the 
range in CL (or a) over 
which significant laminar 
flow can te maintained. 
As would be anticipated, 
hi^er iV^t valu^ lead to 
substantial laminar flow 
over a larger range in C^,. 
This is also evidence by 
the growing extent of die 
'laminar bucket' in the drag 
polar. Also shown is the 
case where fransition is 
forced to occur (the 
boundary layer is "tripprf") 
at 5% of the choni length on 
both the upper and lower 
surface. It should be 
mentioned that forcing the 
transition location in this 
way does not lead to an 
abrupt change in moment 
characteristics (3Cj(/3a), m 
is often the case for NLF 
airfoil designs. 

CHBLF BIRFOIL 
HBCH •  0.7S0 
lit      • «.500«IO' 
Ufa • i.SMi 
CL  • 0.6200 

CO  . 0.00S63 

CH  . -0.0703 

109.3S 

11.00 

Figure 5: GRALF surface pressure distribution at d^ign, 

Figure 6: Pressure field of GRALF at d^ign point 
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MMI.75 ne=4.53rtO' NoteS 
M=0.75 Re=4.53rtO» x^(^=0.05 
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Figure 7: Airfoil performance predictions from MSES. 
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Figure 8: IHsturbance growth at design condition. 
Shown are predictions torn envelope method, and by 
g" method for several non-dimensional frequencies. 

Above Ct=0.25, the transition location on the upper 
surface is predicted to move forward with increasing lift 
as is typical of NU airfoils. For most NLF airfoils, this 
is due to the transition location moving forwanl as the lift 
increase. In this case however, for lift coefficients of 
0.25 and above, the transition location was found to 
coincide witii the appearance and movement of the 
upstream shock on the upper surface. For lift coefficiente 
of 0.25 and above, the transition ItKiation closely follows 
the location of the shock on the upper surface. In the 
range 0.25<Ct:^,45, the location of this shock appeare to 
te somewhat dependent on Nan. The low predicted 
disturbance amplifications shown in Figure 8 further 
illustrate diat the amplifications are always well below the 
sp^ifi^ Weri, until the shock is encountered. 
Rgure9 fiirther illustrates the shock strengths and 
movement with increases in incidence and lift for iVcrit=4. 
The aft shock develops at relatively low (nearly zero) lift 
condition, and increases in stren^ as lift is increase 
while maintaining nearly the same position. The forwanl 
shock begins to develop at a d of alxjut 0.25, but remains 
weak and moves slightly forwa«I at higher lift until 
Ci=0.45. As lift is further increased, this shock 
strengthens and moves rearward until it merges with the 
aft shock, forming a much stronger compression. 
The sensitivity to varying Mach number (at a given 
incidence angle) is illustrated in Figure 10. Changes of 
only 6M=0.02 from the design point can significantly 
change the shock structure and location. At Mach 
numbers slightly above the design point, the forward 
shock quickly moves rearward. It merg^ with and 
strengthens tiie aft shock, which remains relatively 
stationary. Further effecte of Mach number and Reynolds 
number will be discussed with the experimental results. 

GRBLF flIBFOIL 
• 0,7500 
• «,sooo •: 

Figure 9: Effect of incidence (or lift) on boundary layer 
edge Mach number at design conditions. 

1,6 GHflLF niRFOIL 
1,6H20 
M.SOOO • 10^ 

CL      ce 

Figure 10: Effect of Mach number at constant a. 

4.2  Boundary Layer Stability Analysis 
Innovative Aerodynamic Technologies' LAMDA 
Q^aminar Airfoil Manager for Design and Analysis) 
package" was us^ to evaluate the three-dimensional 
boundary layer stability characteristics of the swept 
GRALF airfoil. It was also used as a method to check the 
aerodynamic characteristics and the b^ic airfoil stability 
characteristics provided by the MSES cole. 
LAMDA assemble an airfoil flow analysis code, 
boundary layer analysis codes, and laminar boundary 
layer stability analysis and transition prediction codes 
under a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The 
tool is designed to allow an inexperienced user to conduct 
a reliable two-dimensional incompressible stability 
analysis, and can reduce a typical analysis effort firom 
days to hours. ToUmien-Schlicting (T-S) and crossflow 
(CF) instabilities are considered. A graphics package is 
included, which allows the user to quickly plot and 
examine relevant data. A description LAMDA is given 
here due to the lack of published material on the c(rfe. 
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Figure 11: Selected jipper surface boundary layer profiles 
upstream of the shock at design conditions 
(C|.=0.62, Re=4.5xl0*, Ai£=20''). 

4J.1 M^n flow Prediction Method 
The flow analysis method currently included in the 
LAMDA ttx»l is the "NYU" code developed by Bauer, 
Kom, & Garabedian'^"'*, This 2-D tramonic analysis 
code solvra the fall potential ^uations in non- 
conservative form using rotated finite difference shock 
scheme. The code assumes the two-dimensional, steady, 
isentropic irrotational flow of inviscid, polytropic gas. 
The resulting ^nations of motion are transformed into the 
complex plane and tiien solved numerically. 
The program uses the user-spoiified airfoil coordinates 
along with a specified fi-Kstream Mach number, lift 
ct^fficient (or angle of attack), and the leading and 
trailing edge sw^p angles. It then provides an inviscid 
pressure distribution about the airfoil for these conditions. 
The method may also be used in a pseudo-viscous mode 
by including the boundary layer displacement thickness. 
If the Iwundary layer is to be includ«l, the user miKt 
provide the Reynolds number and the transition locations 
on the upper & lower surfaces. The NYU Airfoil Flow 
Solver is a robust potential flow solver with simple inputs. 
It is fast to run and has been successfully used as an input 
«)lver to the Iwundary layer analysis code in the past. 
LAMDA also has the "hooks" to use MSES or MSIS as 
the flow prediction tool. This version was, however, not 
available to us at the time of this analysis. It would have 
the primary advantage of being coupled with a transition 
prediction capability in a closed-loop manner. 

4^^ Boundary Layer Analysis Mediod 
The Kaups & Ceb^i boundary layer code" w^ u^ to 
compute the boundary layer profiles on the airfoil. It is a 
compressible code with conical assumption 3-D 
capability. However, in the vereion 1.0 LAMDA package 
only the 2D incompressible analysis is conducted. The 
code, which generates the laminar boundary layer velocity 
profiles, is us^ as the standard input to tiie stability 
analysis code, SALLY. The fall potential of the Kaups & 
Cebeci code to handle tapered wings is not exploited in 
LAMDA at this date.   The BLSTA code of Yong-Sun 

II* 
Wie is also provided as optional boundary layer solvers. 
Streamwise and crossflow velocity profiles through the 
boundary layer as predicted by LAMDA (i.e. the Kaups & 
Ceb^i boundary layer code) for the GRALF at design 
conditions are are shown in Figure 11 
4^3 Stability & Transition Pi^iction Metht^ 
At the heart of LAMDA are the toundary layer stability 
analysis tools. Methods currently available through 
LAMDA are the widely known SALLY, COSAL", and 
MARIA codes. For the present study, only the COSAL 
results are discussed. COSAL is a th^-dimensional 
compr^sible temporal stability caie vsed for transition 
prediction over airfoils and wings. It computes the 
compressible linear stability characteristics and integnrt^ 
the amplification rates of the Ixjundary layer disturbances. 
The linear stability analysis of compr^sible boundary 
layers involves solution of an eigenvdue problem for an 
eighth-order system of differential eqtiations. The basic 
equations for the linear stability analysis are derived using 
small disturbance theory. If the m^n flow is ^sumed to 
be locally parallel, one obtains a set of five ordinary 
differential ^uations (thr^ second-order momentum 
equations, a second-order energy equation, and a first- 
order continuity equation). COSAL employs a finite- 
difference method to solve the compr^sible stability 
equations in their original form. COSAL includes two 
eigenvalue search procedures, A global procedure is 
providol for use when no initial guess is available, and a 
fast local eigenvalue search procedure is used when a 
initial estimate is provided by the user or global search. 
COSAL calculates the local disturbance growth rate, and 
uses the "e"" method'* obtained by integrating the local 
disturbance growth. The local growth rate obtained is 
temporal and must be converted to a local spatial growth 
rate by using local group velocity before it can he 
integrated. The iV-factor (tfie logarithmic amplification 
ratio of linear disturbances within the boundary layer) is 
used for fransition correlation for swept and tapered 
laminar flow winp. The iV-factor method predicts 
transition based on the growth of disturbances. The local 
growth rate can be obtained by using different 
approaches. Two of the following parameters must be 
fixed: disturbance fi«quency, wavelength, orientation 
angle, or span-wise wavenumber. Or, as was us^ in the 
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present study, the disturbance frequency can be fixed 
while the growth rate is maximized. For swept wing 
calculations using COSAL, it is typical for the maximum 
growth rate to be CF in the initial acceleration region, 
then switoh to T-S as the pressure distribution flattens out. 
In the present analysis, a new LAMDA option was used 
which forces the tracking to follow a fixed type of 
disturbance. Hence, the code does not allow the type of 
disturbance that is being ttacked (T-S or CF) to change. 
The LAMDA tool actually iKes Innovative Aerodynamic 
Technologies' own version of the COSAL code (called 
COSAL-IAT). In this version, several improvements 
have been made to make it more robust, and to minimize 
the user inputs requiiwi to obtain a valid solution. 
Information is also provide early in the analysis that 
helps the iwer choose appropriate starting values and 
parameters for the stability analysis. The COSAL code 
has also been made more robust when calculating through 
the damping region. Previously, the code often lost track 
of a disturbance and had problems quantifying ite 
damping in stable regions. The selection of the type of 
disturbance that will be ampliflol and tracks (T-S or 
CF), as well m how it is to te amplified have all been 
simplifi^ by the GUI. 
Input to COSAL consists of boundary layer profile data, 
control parameters, and stability problem d^cription 
parameters. Output from COSAL includes displacement 
thickness, non-dimemional complex frequency, and 
disturbance amplitude ratio (local growth rate). 

4.2.4 Boundary Layer Stability Predictions 
Predicted C-F and T-S disturbance growth curves are 
presented for the GRALF airfoil at the design condition in 
Figure 12. The growth of disturbances in both T-S and 
CF analyses are well within the design criteria. 
Disturbance "JV-factore" are predicted to remain well 
below 2.5 until the shock in encountered. As will be 
discussed in Section 5.2, this shock was predicted by 
LAMDA (the NYU code) to be forward of the MSES 
prediction, and very close to the measiu-ed location. 
Based on this second stability analysis, no boundary layer 
stability problems would be expect^ in the tunnel. 
Furthermore, swiping the airfoil 20° on an aircraft 
should introduce no major crossflow instability issu^. 
It should be noted that we would have liked to investigate 
slightly higher frequencies. Since the boundary layer on a 
wind tunnel model will be very thin, the disturbance 
wavelengths of interest will be very small, requiring the 
analysis of very high (dimensional) frequencies. Due to 
formatting restrictions in the LAMDA GUI, it is very 
difficult to analyze frequenci^ above lOOkHz. 
The boundary layer stability was also investigated at 
several other Reynolds numbers. The results indicate that 
the amplification of the T-S instabilities are satisfactory 
up to a flight Reynolds number of about 30x10*. 
However, at this condition, the CF instability 
amplifications are unacceptable (Figure 13), causing 
transition very near the leading edge. 
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Figure 12: Upper surface disturbance growth for selected 
frequencies at design conditions 
(Ci=0.62, Re=4.5xlO*, Aii=20=). 
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Figure 13: Upper surface stability analysis results from 
LAMDA at high Reynolds niunber 
(Ct=«.62, Re=30xlO*, Ai£=20=). 
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Figure 14: Schematic of OSU Ix>w Turbulence Wind 
Tunnel Facility. 

5    Wind Tunnel Experimental Validation 
Hi^y instrumented hi^ Reynolds number airfoil wind 
tunnel tests were performed at the Ohio State University 
(OSU) Aeronautical and ^tronautical Research 
Latoratory (AARL) to validate the GRALF airfoil design. 
The anfoil was evalua^ at a Reynolds numter of 4.5 
million and include Mach numbere fiom 0.4 to 0.77. 
The range of angle-of-att^k was ftom -T to 6°. Surface 
p^sures and traversing wate probe data were collect^ 
for each of the models and from th^e data, lift, drag and 
pitching moment coefficients were calculated. 

5.1  Experimental Teehnioue 

5.1.1 FaciUly 

Experimental validation of this airfoil design was 
perform^ in The Ohio State University 6>^2 inch blow- 
down transonic wind tunnel. This facility has a proven 
track rKJord in the developmental airfoil validation testing 
area, including several NLF airfoil exj^riments, and is 
among the lowest turbulence level transonic wind tunnels 
in US. It is capable of sustaining Mach numbers from 0.2 
to 1.1 and chord Reynolds numbere fiom 2-12.5 million. 
The facility uses a complete Instrumentation suite for 
obtaining accurate lift, moment, and drag measurement. 
Access flanges are on both sides for easy installation, 
insj^rtion, and cleaning. A complete description of the 
test facility and ite characteristics can be found in 
Reference 19. 

S.U AirfoOModeb 

The two models were used to test GRALF airfoil design. 
One model was instrument^ with sjfff^e pressure taps 
(several small pressure ports on the airfoil surface) at 52 
locations (shown in Figure 15). Since pressure taps tend 
to prematurely trip the boundary layer, a SKond model 
with no pressure taps was used to measure "natural 
transition" drag. Both models had a 6-inch span and a 6- 
inch chord length. The tapped model was also tested in a 
^cond "tripp^" configuration, where tiie boundary layer 
was forced to transition early. 

»   «   '   »   I   I   ». 

■'   »   «   I   <   I   1   I   ■   *" 

Figure 15: Distribution of pressure taps on GRAU 
model. 

Tapped    i-. 

^Li^ 

r-.     Clean 

D04LF) 

Tripped    I-, 

Tap* ̂ . 

*a» ^M» CocniBB) 
Figure 16: Wind tunnel model configurations tested. 

Figure 17: Airfoil model in test SKrtion. 

5.13 Data Acquteilion & Raluction 

Surface pressure measurements and wake survey data 
were acquired for diese tests. A complete description of 
the scanivalve data acquisition system can be found in 
Reference 19. From the surface tap measurements, the 
lift, pressure drag and pitehing moment were calculate 
by integrating surface pressures over the airfoil. Total 
drag is calculataJ from the wake survey pressure 
measurements. The momentam deficit is integrated 
across the wake to compute the total drag. 

To obtain drag estimates for natural transition, the "clean" 
mcxlel (with no pi^sure taps) was be iBed. During these 
experiments, the model was carefully cleaned at regular 
intervals, and inspected for condensation and other 
surface irregularities. The natural transition exi^riments 
were reserved for days with dry weather conditioiB. 
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5.2  Reisulte 
Several plots of the lift, drag, and pitching moment 
coefficients for the GRALF follow. Selected surface 
pressure distributions are also used to illustrate airfoil 
characteristics. While only selected cases are shown here, 
a fairly exteiBive set of tunnel data h^ been collected. 
S^.l Compar^ns of Predicttons & Measimments 
Shown in Figure 18 are the measured performance data 
for tiie ORADF airfoil at its design condition. Also 
shown are corresjwnding MSES predictions. The most 
noticeable discrepancy is the slope of the lift curve. 
While tiie predicted and me^ured zero-lift angle of attack 
((%) agr% quite well, the predicted slope (Cta) is 
discemibly higher (0.20) that the measured value (0.16). 
This has difference teen seen in previous tests conducted 
at the OSU facility, and tends to increase with higher 
Mach numbere. Sidewall corrections to effective airfoil 
incidence may need to be investigated. Despite this, 
when comparisons are based on «juivalent Cx, (as will be 
done henceforth), measurements compare well to 
predictions. For example, MSES proved to be quite 
accurate in the prediction of drag m a ftinction of lift. 
The fr^-transition drag measuremente (taken on the clean 
model) are denotoi "Natural" in the Figure 18. The 
measure data compare quite well with MSES predictions 
over a large range in lift A few exi^rimental data points 
actually **fell into" the pr^iicted laminar drag bucket near 
CL=0.2. Near the design point (C[=^.62) we were unable 
to measure quite as low of drag values as were predicted. 
This leads directly to the over-prediction of lift-to-drag 
ratio (Figure 19), and ultimately range. 
This may he due to the differences between the shock 
legation predicted by MSES and those observed in the 
tunnel near the design lift condition (Figure 20). At the 
design point, the shock location measured in the tunnel 
(symbols) was further forward than predicted (dark lines). 

Table 5: Predicted and measured aerodynamic properties 
for the GRALF ahfoil near d>e design Ct. 

Parameter Predicted (MSES)      Measure 
Mach number 0.75 0.751 

Reynolds number 4.5x10* 4.459x10* 
CL 0.620 0.613 
CM -0.07058 -0.0631 
CD 0.00562 0.(»70 
a 1.64 2.8 

UD 110.1 91.8 
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Figure 19: Pr^icted and measured UD ratios. 

As discussed in Section 4.1, this would force transition 
location on the upi^r surface forwaid, leading to slightly 
higher fliction drag. However, the pressures of the shock 
compare quite well, and the shock strengths are 
comparable, lending to a re^onable drag prediction. 
This issue has been experienced before^ in the facility, 
and it has been suggestoi that additional Mach number 
corr^tions may nerf to be addressed in the data 
reduction that could influence the high-lift high-Mach 
cases.  (The extreme sensitivity of the shcwk location to 
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Figure 18: Predicted and measured airfoil performance at M=^.75, Rec=4.5xl0 
Experiments were conducted at M=.751±.(K)2, Re^(4.50+.05)xl0*. 
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Rgure 20: Pi^icted airf measured surface pressure 
disfribution at design CL (0.62). 
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Figure 22: ftedicted and measuml pressure distribution at 
design CL (0.62) aid Mach numter (0.75). 
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Figure 21: Predicted and measured surface pressures at 
off-design lift conditions. 

fre^te-eam Mach numter near the design condition was 
illustrated in Figure 10.) To demonstrate, an MSES 
solution was obtained at the same lift coefficient, but a 
slighdy lower Mach number of 0.74.    The resulting 

pressure distribution (light line in Figure 20) is nearly 
identical to the measured pr^sures. The pr^ict^ 
incidence i^uii^ to produce die design lift coefficient, 
and the pr^icted drag cc^fficient, are also clos^ to the 
measur^ values. At lower lift conditions, the measure 
and predicted shock locations compare much more 
favorably (Figure 21), as do the drag values (Figure 18). 
While this is compelling evidence that a Mach conation 
should te look^ into, there is some evidence to the 
contrary. At Ae design condition, the NYU code (within 
LAMDA) gave surface pressure predictions that were 
more consistent with the exj^rinrent For die ^lution 
shown in Figure 22, the boundary lays was forc^ to 
transition at the locations pr^ic^ by MSES. Nearly the 
same pressure distribution is predicted if the NYU code 
ami COSAL are "hand-iterat^" to find its own transition 
locations (a very toiious process), or the NYU module is 
simply run in an inviscid mode. Hoover, the NYU code 
actually pr^icted less drag at this condition than MSES, 
fiirther away from the measure value. The differences 
between MSES and NYU solutions are still being 
investiga^. Discrepancies are probably related to 
differences in the external flow solver, external grid- 
generation methcnis, or are user relatol. 

The drag measurements at 0<Ci<0.2 indicate that an 
assumed Ayt of 5-7 might have b^n more suitable for the 
lower surface (s^ Figure 7), The assume NOH of 4 
appears to have been a wise choice for the upper surface. 
Although the drag me^uremente on the tapp^ model are 
of littie inter^t for NLF airfoils, tiiese me^uremente also 
shown (open symbols) to show the influence of the 
pressure taps on the boundary layer stability, and hence 
the measured drag. 
The measured zero-lift pitohing moment (Cm) agree very 
well with the predictions made with MSES. Considering 
the magnitude of the moment, the slope was also 
predicted quite well. No severe breaks in the moment 
data are seen in the experimental data at high lift, 
indicating there is no boundary layer separation. This is 
desirable for controllability at high-lift conditions. 
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S.2J Off-D«Ign Inv^tlgations 
During operations, laminar flow airfoil will occasionally 
encounter insecte and clouds (ice crystals)^'. They 
sometimes operate in noisy conditions created by the 
aircraft. Aircraft are often forced to fly at off-d^ign 
Reynolds number and Mach number to suit mission 
requirements. For these reasons, it is critical to assess the 
airfoil performance at off-design conditions. For th^e 
ressom, the robustness of the airfoil performance to off- 
design conditions was investigated. 
Premature transition (due to insojte, dirt, icing, cloud 
encounters, aging surfaces, noise, etc.) w^ simulatoi 
experimentally by wrapping a piece of 5/8-inch wide 
"Magic tope" to the leading edge of the au-foil. This 
creatKl a backward-facing step at 0.05c on the upi«r and 
lower surfaces that produced a ttirbulent boundary layer. 
The method h^ been used on many previous tests as a 
minimum-disturbance trip device. This condition is easily 
simulate! in MSES by specifying a corresponding 
transition location. While the free-transition drag 
measurements are of the most interest for NLF airfoils, 
the "tripp^" results shown Figure 18 show that MSES 
does a very good job of predicting turbulent aufoil drag 
as well. In terms of cruise performance, it can be s^n 
that the airfoil performs much more poorly with the 
tripped boundary layer (Figure 18 & Figure 19). 
A common concern in the design of NLF airfoils is the 
eff^t tiiat a sudden transition to fiiUy ttirbulent flow can 
have on the stability and trim characteristics, as transition 
is often accompanied by a large change in moment 
coefficient. For tWs airfoil, tripping the boundary layer at 
5%c wm predict^ to have 
relatively mild effecte by both 
all methocb employ^ (see 
Figure 18). 
Reynolds number effects have 
b^n inv^tigated numerically 
with MSES. The effect of 
increasing the Reynolds 
number (larger chord or lower 
altitude) on the airfoil's 
I^rformance is illustrated in 
Figure 23. Here, an iVait of 9 
was chosen. Maximum L/D 
is ^tually improves with 
increasing Reynolds number 
over most of the range 
investigated. In practice, the 
airfoil would be redesigned 
for the higher Reynolds 
number flight condition of the 
global range transport. Note 
that the predicted transition 
location of x/c=03 is very 
close to where the disturbance 

growth envelope predicted for the T-S stability boundary 
with LAMDA reaches an iV-factor of 9 (see Figure 13[a]), 
The robustness of the airfoil to perform at off-design 
Mach numbere was also tested analytically and 
experimentally. The effects of Mach number (as well as 
tripping the boundary layer) are summarized in 
Figme 24-Figure 26. Figure 24 and Figure 25 represent 
the aircraft flying at slighfly off-d^ign Mach numbers to 
m^t time constraints or other mission requirements, 
lowering Mach number to 0.71 introduce no problems, 
and improves the agr^ment between tunnel date and 
MSES predictions. Increasing the Mach number to 0.77 
has the primary unwantoi effecte of increasing the Cua 
slope, creating moment problenK at high CL- It also 
intensifies the undrairable effecte of tripping the boundary 
layer. 
The case in Figure 26 represente a lower-speed loiter or 
approach condition. Perfomance is still accepteble, but 
the maximum d is very limited, and the stall is pi«iicted 
to be quite abrupt. We are currently looking into flapped 
versions of the GRALF airfoil using MSES's multi- 
element capability. Active flow control is a likely 
t^hnology to enhance (or recover) performance at off 
design conditions. This is ^i^iially true of separation 
control to improve high-lift i^rformance. 
In all, the i^ulte show that the GRALF aufoil is a 
promising design. Both MSES and wind tunnel resulte 
indicate very good off-design i^rformance. The airfoil 
exhibite a low zero-lift moment coefficient and safe 
behavior at off-design pointe and in 'turbulent mode". 
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Figure 23: Effect of Reynolds Number on airfoil performance predictions from MSES. 
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6    Continuing Efforte 
A database of airfoils currently used on military trans|X)rt 
aircraft has also been developed using the MSES code. 
This information is now being used as a baseline to judge 
performance improvements offered by new airfoil designs 
against, starting with the QRALF airfoil. Results at 
typical points of the flight envelope for existing and 
original airfoils have been compai^ . 
Once the airfoil boundary layer stability characteristics 
are understcxxi, it is possible to evaluate the airfoil using 
conventional finite-^Iiffei^nce or finite-volume CED 
methods. Reynolds-Averag^ Navier Stokes (RANS) 
solutions are being obtained for several operating 
conditions. Several orders of differencing, inviscid flux 
models, and levels of turbulence modeling are being 

investigated using the commercial GASP^ code. The 
inviscid solutions obtained to date provide reasonable lift 
and moment estimates. However, the pi^icted pressure 
drag, as would be expected, is lower than was me^ured. 
The viscous RANS simulations are still underway, and it 
is premature to evaluate the results. So far, MSES h^ 
provided superior drag predictions to any other meth(rf, 
while predicting the moment as well. 
Much of our fliture airfoil development at AFRL will 
focus on high-altitude (low Reynolds number) UAV 
applications. The challenge will be to maximize on- 
station time (loiter) while meeting the geometric 
constraints imposed by the sensor package. Th^e aircraft 
may also operate at high Mach numbers; similar to the 
transport described in this paper. 
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Figure 24: Predicted and measured airfoil performance at MM3.71, Re^M-SxlO', iVcrir=4. 
Experiments were conducted at M=.711±.002, Rec=(4.50±.05)><10', 
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Figure 25: Predicted and measured airfoil performance at M=^,77, Re£r=4.5xlO', iVcrir=4. 
Experiments were conductwl at M=.770±.(X)1, Ref=(4.50±.06)xl0*. 
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Figure 26: Predicted and measured airfoil performance at M=0.40, Rec=4.5xl0', iVcrit=4. 
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7 Summary 
The use of laminar flow technology on future aircraft 
could lead to enhancement of performance, reduction of 
operational cost, and reduction of environmental impact. 
We have described, in Ms paper, die developmental 
proems for an airfoil to be used on long-range transonic 
traiBport aircraft having large regions of laminar flow. 
An airfoil with a natural laminar flow low drag bucket 
had teen designs! and validated for a relatively high- 
sp^d traiBonic long-range transixjrt configuration. Drag 
levels of 56-70 counts or less were measured over a lift 
coefficient range of 0 to 0.66. The desired negative zero- 
lift moment coefficients were demonstrated in the wind 
tunnel, as was the mild increase in moment magnitude 
with lift. The indifference of moment to tripping the 
boundary layer was also demonstrated, thereby ensuring 
no adverse effects on controllability during advert 
conditions. In fact, the airfoil has no indication of 
separation n^ff cruise lift coefficiente under fully 
Oirbulent conditions. The robustness of the airfoil to 
perform at off-design Mach numbere with no significant 
performance penalties was also verified. Crossflow 
stability and transition issues have also teen address^ 
using a commercial laminar airfoil d^ign and analysis 
tool (LAMDA). The MSES code proved to be an 
effective tool for NLF airfoil design and analysis when 
used wisely. In particular, the ability to prolict drag and 
moment over a wide ranp; of lift has b^n demonstrated. 
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